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ittle bulbous neuronal protrusions known as spines slow 
diffusion along dendrites, say Fidel Santamaria, George 
Augustine (Duke University, Durham, NC), and colleagues. 
Based on their new data, they offer a new hypothesis for how 
active synapses are tagged during long-term potentiation (LTP).
Spines are thought to act locally by preventing the chemical 
messengers made at a synapse from leaking into the rest of the 
dendrite. But Augustine turned this idea around: he wondered 
whether spines affect the long-distance journey of chemicals 
along dendrites. Using ﬂ   uorescent imaging, the group now 
shows that dendritic diffusion of both an inert dye and calcium-
mobilizing IP3 is slowed when spine density is high.
Slowing occurs because signals that enter a spine do not 
always escape quickly. How long they are delayed depends on 
spine geometry. Manipulating spine shape in vivo is difﬁ  cult, so 
the group turned to computational modeling. They found that 
the spine property most critical to trapping is the ratio of the 
spine neck and spine head diameters. “With a constant head 
volume on a narrow neck, a cylindrical head is not a strong 
trap,” Augustine says. “If the head is more like a [sideways 
elongated] pancake, it’s a huge trap.”
Other small dendritic travelers that are not actively trans-
ported might also be slowed by spines, including other second 
messengers, nucleotides, and even mRNAs. Calcium, however, 
was not slowed by spines because it did not travel far enough.
Augustine thinks that the experimental reliance on cal-
cium has bolstered the prevailing view of spines as traps for 
synapse-generated signals. “But calcium is an exception,” he 
says, “because cells work really hard to buffer and pump 
calcium.” He points out that longer-lasting signals such as IP3 
escape into dendrites just ﬁ  ne.
For now, the physiological outcome of slowed diffusion is 
anyone’s guess. “Until we know more about what’s getting 
trapped and under what circumstances,” says Augustine, “it’s 
just speculation.” Still, he offers one tasty possibility. Spines 
swell during LTP, which might make them better able to trap 
more LTP-inducing proteins coming from the cell body.
Reference: Santamaria, F., et al. 2006. Neuron. 52:635–648.
A 
relay team of embryonic cells 
passes the baton of polarity, 
say Marcus Bischoff and Ralf 
Schnabel (Technische Universität Carolo 
Wilhelmina, Braunschweig, Germany). At 
the finish line is an anterior–posterior 
(a-p) axis resulting from the passing of a 
Wnt signal from cell to cell.
The a-p axis of the worm embryo is 
defi   ned at the very fi   rst division, which 
results in an anterior AB cell and a posterior 
P1 cell. How this axis is maintained as the 
embryo rapidly amasses more cells is 
unclear. Now, descendents of P1 are shown 
to provide a continuous posterior-defi  ning 
signal to the AB-derived cells.
Left alone, AB descendents were 
polarity blind. They divided with spindles 
that oriented with an average orientation 
of  60 degrees with respect to the a-p 
axis. The addition of the P1 
daughter cell called P2 reduced 
the average to 45 degrees.
The resulting cleavage plane 
is not perfectly perpendicular to 
the a-p axis, but Schnabel says 
that, without some built-in 
sloppiness “after eight divisions, 
the end cells would be 40 times 
the original cell diameter apart. 
They would have to migrate far 
back to stay within the egg. 45 
degrees fi   lls the gaps, and the 
required transport is minimal.”
The polarity instructions 
from P2 require Wnt signals. 
Mutant AB descendents that either did 
not make or did not perceive Wnt ligands 
did not polarize. Wnt’s effects were far-
reaching—cells that did not touch P2 still 
polarized.
Wnt’s effect at a distance is not due to 
its diffusion, as a single layer of Wnt-blind 
cells blocked the polarization of cells 
lying beyond it. Wnt must therefore be 
made anew by each cell upon sensing the 
ligand coming from its posterior neighbor. 
After setting its own polarity, it then passes 
on the baton by making and secreting Wnt 
for its anterior neighbor to sense.
This sort of relay mechanism has the 
advantage of speed over diffusion/gradient 
models (the establishment of a gradient 
through an embryo by diffusion is 
estimated to take longer than development). 
Relays might thus also direct polarity in 
cell fi  elds such as the fl  y wing—a process 
that “people call planar polarity,” says 
Schnabel. “It’s just that, in my case, it’s a 
round embryo.”
Reference: Bischoff, M., and R. Schnabel. 2006. 
PLoS Biol. doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.0040396. An extended polar axis (bottom) forms when P2 is present.
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The diffusion of a dye (left to right) is slowed by spines, especially those 
with large head/neck diameters (inset, right).
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Spines slow dendrite diffusion
Wnt polarity relay